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Chapter (1)
Preface

1.1 Myanmar and Environment
The Union of Myanmar has a land area of 657 thousand square kilometers
(km2). In 2004, its total population was about 50 millions, resulting in a population
density in the order of 76 people per km2. About 70 % of the population lives in rural
areas, with highest density along the Ayeyarwaddy River plains and delta. Freshwater
resources per capita are abounded. Irrigation land is around 2 millions hectare (2004
data).
The economy is largely agricultural, with more than 40 % of gross domestic
product (GDP) generate from agriculture, fisheries and forestry. The principle crops
are paddy rice, com, oilseed and sugarcane.
Myanmar is endowed with abundant natural resources. The logging of teak
and other hardwood and the mining of precious gemstones contribute significantly to
GDP. Other major economic activities include manufacturing, with an emphasis on
heavy industrial production. The major exports include rice, timber and wood
products (especially quality hardwood), petroleum and various minerals and precious
gems. Energy production is an increasingly import activity and several foreign
companies are engaged in oil exploration and hydroelectric products.
The country is extremely rich in biological diversity, with extensive
recorded species of plants and animals. Several large threatened mammals are found
in Myanmar, including the elephant, tiger, wild ox and rhinoceros. Large areas of
relatively undisturbed natural ecosystems remain but these are being steadily depleted
through logging, shifting agriculture and human settlement. Recent economic reforms
have expanded private sector investment, but this has also resulted in environment
problems such as urban pollution, soil degradation and the loss of biological diversity
through forest depletion.
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According to World Bank data, in 1995 the area classified as “forest”
covered about 60.2 % of the territory, and this accounted for about 8% of total forests
in East Asia and Pacific. The deforestation rate is a concern. It was 1.4 % per year
between 1990 and 2000 According to World Bank data, in 1995 the area classified as
“forest”. In 1995, national protected areas covered 0.3 % of the territory, while the
conventional target is 10 %.
Energy and Environment are connected. Part of the deforestation is blamed
on the wide-spread use of wood for fuel. In many areas alternative energy sources are
either not available or relative more costly. Electrical power availability is very
limited. In many areas where it is available from the national grid, rationing supply
schedules are applied. Another problem is that a number of relatively new power
generation plants government’s interest in developing cascade hydropower schemes,
such as the Baluchaung No.(3) on the Baluchaung River .The Baluchaung No.(3) HPP
(BLC-3) is the third and downstream stage of a cascade development of three
hydropower projects on the Baluchaung River.

1.2 Background
The Baluchaung No.(3) HPP (BLC-3) is located in Kayah State, (20) km
south of the state capital of Loikaw.
The project is located on the right bank of the lower Baluchaung River, its
upstream end being located immediately downstream of, and connecting to, the
tailrace area of the existing Baluchaung No.(2) Power Station (BLC-2),with the No.(3)
Power Station being located some 5.25 km further downstream near the confluence of
the Baluchaung River and the Nam Pawn River.
The live storage provided by the Mobye Reservoir enables energy
generation, by its downstream hydropower projects throughout the dry season, this
being of significant importance to the overall energy generation of Myanmar.
The foreseen installed capacity is 52 MW providing an annual energy of
334 GWh. This is based on an average discharge from No.(2) Power Station of
-2-
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39.5m3/s and a maximum discharge from No.(2) Power Station of 47.6 m3/s,
augmented to 51 m3/s by a diverted discharge from the Baluchaung River at Lawpita
Falls (near No.(2) Power Station) of 3.4 m3/s.
The Department of Hydropower Implementation organized the relevant
technical personnel from Design Branch, Geological Branch and Investigation Branch
to perform the data acquisition and analysis for this project and the field investigation
since 2007. And then, Colenco Power Engineering Co., Ltd. completed the Feasibility
Study Report of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project on the Baluchaung River
at August, 2008 .
The purpose of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is to provide
information that contributes to the decision-making process in regard of design, cost
and feasibility assessment of the Baluchaung No.(3) HPP.

-3-
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Loikaw
Project Area

Figure 1.1 : Location Map of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project

1.3 Evaluation Purpose
According to the project features, the area and drainage environment
characteristics of the relevant law and regulations, the purposes of compiling this
environmental influences report mainly are;
(1) Investigate and analyze the current status of the water environment, and
ecological environment related to the project area, and define the current
status of local environment quality, the main existing environmental
problems and the development tend.
(2) Predict and evaluate the impact on the evaluation environment of the project
activates by project construction, operation, etc and analyze and evaluate the
impact on the Baluchaung River drainage environment by the project
construction.
-4-
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(3) In respect of the adverse impact on the environment by the project
construction and operation, formulate the feasible environmental protection
measures and the reduction and exemption measures, guarantee the smooth
construction and normal operation of the project, fully fulfill economic
benefit, social benefit and environmental benefit of the project, and promote
the good development of the ecological environment in the project area and
the Baluchaung No.(3) River Drainage Area.
(4) Formulate the environmental monitoring scheme, understand the project
environmental impact conditions, feed back in time, modify and improve the
environmental protection measures, and guarantee the implementation effect
of the project environmental protection works to meet the corresponding
environmental protection requirements.
(5) Formulate the environmental management and monitoring scheme, define the
task and responsibility of each party, and provide the institutional guarantee
for the implementation of the environmental protection measures.
(6) Analyze and predict the overall variation trend of the regional environmental
quality related to project after the environmental protection measures are
implemented, demonstrate the feasibility of the Baluchaung No.(3)
Hydropower Station construction from the environmental impact aspect, to
provide the scientific basis for the project scheme demonstration,
environmental management and project decision-making.

-5-
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1.4 Evaluation Scope
The study scope of the water environment covers the operational living
quarters above the BLC-2 Power Station and the associated adjacent village, both at
high levels above the river. Wildlife is present in the area with the main habitat.
The project is anticipated to have a very limited affect on both the
environment and social situation in the area and the possibilities of using further the
already regulated flows of the Baluchaung River to produce both wet season and dry
season electricity balanced against relatively minor adverse effects is compatible with
sustainable development goals.

1.5 Environmental Management Plan
1. Catchment Area Treatment
2. Greenbelt Development and Afforestation
3. Biodiversity Conservation
4. Health Management System
5. Fishery Management
6. Landscape & Restoration of Construction Area
7. Restoration of Disposal Sites
8. Disaster Management
The report regards the inflow of people into the area during and after project
construction as the most serious environmental management challenge and
emphasizes the need for a detailed socio-economic survey to quantify the impact and
scale of this operation. The report does not present the approach and methodology that
the environmental study followed, nor does it provide references to sources for most
of the information that it presents.

-6-
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Table 1.1 Summary of Environmental Impacts

Environmental
Component
Land
Environment

Project Activity and Hypothetic Impact
- acquisition of land would lead to the vegetation being
removed
- acquisition of forest land might affect population dependent
on the forest
- construction activities may cause degradation
- waste and sewage from construction work force may pollute
the land
- quarrying may leave a permanent scar on the land

Water
Environment
Air and Noise

- waste and sewage from construction work force may pollute
the land
- construction activities, particularly heavy equipment, cause
dust, noise, vibration and their exhaust pollutes the air that
can disturb the population and wild life.

Flora and Fauna

- clearing of vegetation would expose the soil to erosion
- the construction work force may exploit the natural
resources (e.g. for fuel) in an undesirable way
- construction activities may disturb wild life

Avifauna

- the weir site will quite likely provide a good habitat for
various kinds of birds

Aquatic Ecology

- related to this there possibly would be an increased risk of
diseases: standing shallow water is a habitat for various
disease vectors (e.g. mosquitoes) and the creation of the
weir will dramatically increase this habitat
- downstream of the weir, the river’s flow regime will
change, which will affect the aquatic biotope
- the weir will form an obstacle for any migratory fish species

Socio-economic
Environment

- there may be a large inflow of people into the area in search
of jobs and other opportunities
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1.6 Evaluation Method
The evaluation methods of the impact on environment by the Baluchaung
No.(3) Hydropower Station are summarized as follows:
(1) Collect, audit and arrange the existing data and documents to make sure that
data and material meet the requirements.
(2) Collect the field data by means of site investigation and discussion with other
governments.
(3) Analyze the current environmental status of the study area in detail according
to the existing collected data.
(4) Analyze the project characteristics, find out the environmental pollution
sources for predication and analysis, and propose the environmental problems
which may exist.
(5) Evaluate the impact on environment based on the environmental status, the
project characteristics and the existing environmental problems.
(6) Propose the mitigation measures of the environmental impact.
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Chapter (2)
Project Profile
2.1

Introduction
The purpose of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is to provide

information that contributes to the decision-making process is regarded of design cost
and feasibility assessment of the Baluchaung No.(3) Power Station. The potential
impacts of the measure that can be taken to reduce and remedy them, and of the cost
of these measures.
Since 1971, Mobye Reservoir has been regulating the Baluchaung River to be
as constant as possible for a stable power generation throughout the year. In other
words, it acts as a regulating “pond” to maximize from energy. The regulated flow by
the Mobye Reservoir. It can be seen that the firm discharge (of firm energy, which is
around 250 GWh) is as high as 29.7 m3/s on 69 % of the inflow of the Baluchaung
No.(3) intake (39.5 m3/s + 3.4 m3/s) the target discharge 36.8 m3/s is available during
of the time.
According to the hydrological condition (wet years) the discharge in the
Baluchaung River at the intake of the Baluchaung Hydropower Project may exceed
the capacity of 39.4 m3/s.
This is especially the case in the middle to the latter part of the rainy season
in the wet years. Consequently, the excess flow will be released from the Spillway and
will flow down the Lawpita Falls joining the flows of the intermediate downstream
catchment area. Spill flow will occur irregularly in the wetter years mostly from
July/August to December. The mean spill flow (period 1971 ~ 1998) was calculated
7.3 m3/s , which is about 40% of the mean available water at the Baluchaung No.(3)
intake location (7.3 + 1 m3/s) Discharge from the Baluchaung Tributaries.
The geology of the reservoir is poorly known. The project area is
characterized by two different lithologies: limestones and phyllites. The limestone
belongs to the Paleozoic-Triassic Shan Dolomite group. Due to scarce outcrops, their
spatial distribution along the project alignment has remained largely unknown.
Generally, only the limestone is exposed on surface on top of the plate ace and as
vertical cliffs along its border. It produces two hypothetical longitudinal geological
-9-
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sections along the headrace tunnels one option suggesting limestone covering the
major extent of the tunnel, the second alternative anticipating a higher percentage of
phyllite sections.
In geotechnical terms, the limestones are hard massive rocks prone to
karstification. Impurse argillaceous limestones are less affected than the pure
cavernous variety. The phyllite is a highly anisotropic, slightly metamorphic rock,
calcareous shales, quartzitic veins and thin limestone layers. Inter calculation of
phyllites and limestone is common close to the stratigraphic contact. Phyllitic shale
tends to develop deep tropical weathering.

2.2

Project Component
Alternative A1 had been the favored option in the Feasibility Study, including a

9,000 m³ underground chamber at the upstream end of a pressure tunnel with a
chamber at the upstream end of a pressure tunnel with a conventional surge tank
chamber at the downstream end. Alternative F1 which was adopted in the Feasibility
Study (1995), comprising a free-flow headrace tunnel and open-air downstream head
tank of similar size to be required 9,000 m³ of solution A1.
The hydraulic system for No.(3) Power Station as proposed in the Feasibility
Study (1995) thus includes:
-

an inlet structure connected to the tailrace channel of No.(2) Power Station

-

a sub horizontal free-flow headrace tunnel of about 4.2 km length

-

a downstream head tank acting as compensation basin to regulate the flow rate
in the water conveyance system and

-

a penstock erected on the surface leading to the power house.
The storage volume of the head tank significantly, is proposed to enlarge

about 50,000 m³ or more.
The additional river intake and the connecting channel of the No.(2) Power
Station.
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Figure 2.1 : General Layout Plan of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project

Baluchaung No.(3) HPP
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Figure 2.2 (a) : Waterway Profile of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project

Baluchaung No.(3) HPP
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Figure 2.2 (b) : Waterway Profile of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project

Baluchaung No.(3) HPP
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Figure 2.3 : General Layout Plan of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project
from the Aerial View

Figure 2.4 : Profile of Lower Baluchaung River
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Table 2.1 Main Features of the Project Components
Sr.
no.

Particulars

Unit

Characteristic
Parameters

1.

Catchment Area of Intake BLC(3)

km²

8042

2.

Catchment Area at Power House BLC(3)

km²

16083

Mcm

716

( the Nam Pawn River)
3.

Effective Storage Capacity Mobye Res;

4.

Max level Mobye Reservoir

M a.s.l

883

5.

Min level Mobye Reservoir

M a.s.l

877.8

6.

Installed Capacity

MW

2 x26

Main Features of the Project Component
The water retaining structure of the power station is the headrace tunnel, and
the total length of the headrace tunnel is 4.3 km and horseshoe profile with height of
4.9 m and gradient 0.1% with four (4) access adits between 90~220 m length of 4.9 m
height. Surface type power house was housing 2 x 25.3 MW vertical axes Francis
Turbine, 2 x 27 MVA generator units, and associated electro-mechanical equipments.

2.3

General Project Construction Layout
The general construction layout shall follow general principles, including the

treatment in accordance with local conditions, treatment in accordance with seasonal
conditions, decreasing the occupation of farmland and forest land and resettlement as
much as possible, emphasizing the environmental protection and soil and water
conservation in the construction area, benefit for production, easy management, and
secure, reliable, economical and reasonable construction. In accordance with
engineering condition such as the hydraulic layout of the project, scale type, specialty
and construction features of the main building and such factors as social and natural
conditions in the place where the project is located and in combination of the in-site
and off-site traffic transportation line arrangement condition, the general construction
layout planning shall follows the following principle:

- 15 -
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(1) The layout shall be compacted and reasonable, the land use shall be
economized, the barren land, foreland and slope land shall be utilized
reasonably, the farmland and economic forest land shall not be occupied,
if necessary, only a small area shall be occupied, the landform shall be
effectively utilized and the quantities for site development shall be
reduced.
(2) The relevant regulations for environmental protection and soil and water
conservation shall be followed, and the ecology shall be protected from
being polluted.
(3)

The requirements of the main project construction shall be considered as
the core, and the planning shall be performed jointly so as to take into
consideration every aspect and make the comprehensive planning.

(4) The layout for the construction facilities shall meet the requirements of
the construction technology of the main project as much as possible and
the repeated round-trip transportation of materials shall be reduced.
(5) The planning of the main construction plants and temporary facilities shall
be settled in one step but implemented by stages.
(6) The production and living areas are arranged in combination of the
development planning for local cities and towns, and separated
appropriately to avoid mutual interference.

- 16 -
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Figure 2.5 : Waterway System of the Baluchaung River
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2.4

Overall Construction Schedule
The main project components are weir, intake, headrace tunnel and adits,

head pond, penstock and power house. Among these components, the construction of
the headrace tunnel is the key point for the overall construction schedule of this
project. The overall construction period is foreseen to be around 3.5 years with
commissioning of both units less than 4 years.
2.5

Construction Schedule Plan
The headrace tunnel is the main activity during the construction period of the

project. Coffer dam works have already finished during the dry season of 2009 and
excavation work only starting in the following dry season. The commissioning of the
project is foreseen for the second half of 2012, this assuming that the Baluchaung
No.(2) penstock renovations can be carried out in 2011 and the first half of 2012.
2.6

Project Operation
The Baluchaung No.(2) discharges period almost the total water inflow into

the Baluchaung No.(3) water conveyance system and hence the Baluchaung No.(3),
which not having its own significant storage, will need to be operated in parallel with
the Baluchaung No.(2).
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Chapter (3)
Natural Environment

3.1 Geology
The project area is characterized by two different lithologies; limestone and
phyllites. The limestones belong to the Paleozoic-triassic Shan Dolomite Group. Due
to scarce outcrops, their spatial distribution along the project alignment has remained
largely unknown. Generally, only limestone is exposed on surface on top of the
plateau and as vertical cliffs along its border.
In geotechnical terms, the limestones are hard massive rocks prone to
karstification. Impure argillaceous limestone is less affected than the pure cavernous
variety. The phyllite is a highly anisotropic, slightly, metamorphic rock consisting of
sericite-chloriteschists, argillaceous shakes, hales, quartzitic veins and thin limestone
layers shales, quartzitic veins and thin limestone layers. Intercalation of phyllites and
limestone is common close to the stratigraphic contact. Phyllitic

shales tend to

develop deep topical weathering.
It is concluded that the overall geology of the project area is only poorly
known. Whereas the foundation conditions of surface civil structures can be easily
determined by subsoil investigations, large uncertainties will remain along the
headrace tunnel regarding rock conditions.

3.2

Status of Investigations
During the Feasibility Study (1995), the project sites have been investigated

by two borings in the inlet area (T3, T4) and by seismic profiling and 3 borings in the
power house area (PH1-PH3). Five planned boreholes T5-T10 along the tunnel
alignment as well as other investigation points have not been realized. Additional
investigations for the actual design stage have been initiated in November 2007.
Extremely poor recovery results have been experienced since the beginning of the
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works, resulting in largely empty boxes. Later in 2008, a contractor with more
sophisticated drilling equipment has been mobilized to the site, the equipment
consisting of a heavy rig with triple core barrel and wire line recovery system.
However, only double core barrel was used.
At the present (June 2008) the status is given as follows:

Table 3.1 Status of Drilling Investigations

No.
AD1-1
T2
T2-1

Location Final Depth Status
Adit 115m Completed, poor recovery
Tunnel upstream 50m poor recovery in limestone
Tunnel upstream 50m wireline, above T2, no recovery 20-50m!

T5

Tunnel 49.5 jammed / collapsed

T5-1

Tunnel 51.0 jammed / collapsed

T5-2

Tunnel 52.5 jammed/collapsed, fishing barrel

T6

Tunnel 95m best recovery, fishing barrel

T7

Gully 1 21.5 cancelled

T7-1

Gully 1 west side 35.0 completed, sludge only

T7-2

Gully 1 east side 80.0 completed, sludge

T8

Near Gully 2 125.0 completed, sludge

T9

Gully 3 /Adit 2 42.5 jammed/collapsed, sludge

T9-1

Gully 3 60.5 ongoing, sludge only

T10

Surge tank 60.7 stopped

In addition to core drillings, refraction seismic profiling using a 12-channel
receiver and explosives has been executed along the following lines:
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S0

345m long, limestone plateau for calibration

S1

cancelled, close to PH BLC-2

S2

590m, Gully 1

S3

350m penstock slope

S3-1, S3-2, S3-3

transversal profiles penstock slope, along contour line

S4

150m, slope below T6 (only lower part executed)

S4-1, 4-2

cancelled, quarry

S-5

300m, Adit 2, slope of T9

Photo 3.1 : Phyllite Bedrock in the bottom of Gully (3)
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Photo 3.2 : Old Limestone Quarry Face above Access Road (EL. 400 m)

Photo 3.3 (a) : Phyllite Bedrock
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Photo 3.3 (b): Phyllite Bedrock
3. 3

Tectonics
Little is known about tectonically structures of the area due to lack of

observations. No major faults are known or anticipated in the area. The limestone is
highly fractured and brecciaed and as such, prone to karstification. Bedding is rarely
visible in the outcrops, one example of sub-horizontal stratified limestone can be
seen at the access road to BLC-2 Power House, near to drillhole AD-1.
Different conditions are observed in the phyllites. These are highly stressed and
squeezed by tectonic deformation, showing tight drag folds, typical for compressive
stress conditions. The phyllitic schists are steeply inclined to sub-vertical. The
dominating strike orientation is NW-SE which would correspond to the tectonic
trend of the Shan Plateau, dissected by NNW trending normal faults. With respect
to the tunnel alignment, such orientation would run at an acute angle to the tunnel
in the upstream section (unfavourable), and at a large angle in the downstream
part (favourable).
Based on the steep dip of the phyllites and their frequent steep isoclinal
folding, we believe that the plateau limestone overlie discordantly the phyllite
formation. However, more field observations would be required to confirm the overall
picture.
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3.4. Assessment of Geological Conditions
3.4. 1 General Considerations
In the following, the anticipated geological conditions of the individual project
structures are summarized. The assessment here in is

based

on the available

information from boreholes and seismic refraction survey (see above), as well as
on the following geological field traverses performed

during the site visit and

thereafter by HTCT site personnel:
-

Road outcrops along existing access to BLC-2 power house (Photos Annex 2)

-

New access road to planned BLC-3 power house, access to intermediate adits
(pending)

-

Gully (3) (elev. 630 to 250) by H.R. Frei May 2008 and HT July 08

-

Gully (2) (elev. 590 to 260) by H.R. Frei May 2008 and HT July 08

-

Slope T6-T5-T2 (elev. 670 to 400), May and June 08

-

Tunnel alignment along ridge and penstock (elev 670-220), June 08

-

Traverse from Ridge to T9 by HT July 08

-

Access road between PH No.2 and No.3, June and July 08
As stated above, the project area is characterized by two lithological units:

limestone and phyllites. The contact between them is of prime significance for the
tunnel geology and is presently not well known. The limestone basis reaches the
valley bottom in the vicinity of the BLC-2 power house and T2-T5 bore hole (old
limestone quarry). The traversed slope between the Camp and T6-T5-T2 is entirely in
limestone with little overburden. Similarly, the surface penstocks of BLC-2 plant
are founded directly on limestone bedrock, with only little excavation required
(Nippon Koei 1960). In Gully 1, the limestone basis was found at EL. 370m in
borehole T7.1 and at EL. 350m-370m in outcrops. Gullies No.(2) and No.(3) are
entirely in phyllite. A geological traverse down slope towards bore hole T9 (Gully (3)
area) shows the contact at EL. 590 (near GPS 4), the Baluchaung No. (3) Hydropower
Project farther towards East the contact reaches the crest at EL.635m. Therefore, the
phyllite formation extends from the valley bottom close to BLC-2 power house up to
the top of the plateau east of Gully No.(3). The ridge of GPS-5/-6 consists of phyllite
and is replaced by limestone at lower elevations towards T10. In the penstock slope,
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the limestone basis to phyllite was observed at EL. 300m, in the adjacent Gully at
EL. 315m. The coordinates of contact locations were surveyed with a total station.
Therefore, the tunnel downstream section and portal area will be sited close above the
basal contact of the limestone. A very tentative longitudinal geological section along
the tunnel alignment is shown in Annex 3.4-1. This section is considered as a third
alternative to those indicated in the Feasibility Study (1995). It does not show any
tectonic complications and accidents such as faults, as these are not explicitly known.

Photo 3.4 : Karstic Limestone Boulders on the upper slope of Gully (2)
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Photo 3.5 : Phyllite Bedrock in the bottom of Gully (2)

Photo 3.6 : Blasting Works in Limestone Boulders embedded in Phyllites
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3.4. 2 Weir and Intake
The planned weir and intake structure is located at the Lawpita Falls of
the Baluchaung River. The general morphology of the area including the
waterfalls and ponds area result of quaternary (i.e. young) geological processes. The
origin of the water cascades is an accumulation of large blocks resulting from rock
falls along the left-bank cliffs.
These mega-blocks have been later cemented by siltation and by formation of
recent calcareous tuff by flowing water (secondary limestone, karstified). The planned
civil structures will be sited on top of these deposits, i.e. on large blocks. Similar subsoil conditions were found beneath the existing switchyard and part of the power
house of BLC-2, where the subsoil was erroneously classified as limestone bedrock
with sinkholes. Whereas the bearing capacity for small structures is not a problem,
grouting will be required to consolidate and seal the matrix between the blocks.
It can be concluded that blocks resulting from prehistoric rock falls are
covering the entire valley bottom. The existing new boreholes W-1 and W-2 at the
weir site are not conclusive due to very poor recovery. Extensive grouting treatment
may be required to improve the foundation conditions below the weir and intake
channel structures.

3.4. 3 Headrace Tunnel and Adits
Based on the present understanding of local geology, only a minor part of the
tunnel along the upstream and downstream stretch of unknown length will be located
in limestone. Due to the fractured and brecciate nature of the limestone, including
karstic features, the limestone is not considered as favorable tunneling ground
anyway.
Tunneling in formations prone to karstification, particularly if underground
water level, is associated with high geological risks. In contrast, risks of unexpected
conditions in phyllites are less severe as these are relatively low permeable and not
soluble.
Nevertheless, phyllites are susceptible to weathering and loss of strength if
exposed to atmospheric conditions and may require protection by shotcrete in the
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tunnel and in permanent cut slopes .The upstream portal and Adit-1 locations may be
affected by boulders covering the lower slope. The local conditions can be
investigated only after providing access and outcrops. The very poor results of
bore hole BH T-2, located just above this area, call for caution regarding this tunnel
section. Also, the new wire line bore hole BH T2-1 has not yielded any recovery from
20 to 50 m depth which is rather discouraging. There are no seismic refraction data of
this area, further increasing the uncertainty, Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project.
Based on the above observations and unknown contact to phyllites, the tunnel
section between the upstream portal and Gully (1) is associated with large geological
uncertainties. As a consequence, the alternative of a 10 m diameter tunnel serving as
an upstream head tank has been discarded after the June 08 site visit.
In Gully (1), an additional Adit (4) has been proposed. It is easily accessible
from the present access road. An exploration trench by Hydraulic Excavator has been
excavated during the site visit in June, showing favorable conditions of weathered
phyllite under a shallow cover of overburden.
Adit (2) in Gully (3) shall be started from the east abutment of the gully
allowing the shortest distance to reach the tunnel. The exact portal locations shall be
decided after reaching the target area with the access road based on local
outcrop conditions. Also the portal for Adit (3) at the downstream end of the
tunnel shall be fixed after reaching the area with access road. Eventually, the
access shall be extended along the contour line at the right elevation to assess
best portal location.
To conclude, all portal locations of intermediate adits shall be fixed after
providing the access roads and gaining insight into local geological conditions.

3.4.4 Downstream Head Pond
Based on visual inspection, favorable conditions are expected in the area of
bore hole BH T-10. The rocky flat ridge consists of massive limestone with no
significant overburden.
The limestone is fractured and karstified, at least at the surface. The geologic
conditions

are

considered

favorable

enough
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downstream head pond of 50,000 m3 if required. However, the condition is that
the head pond structure is sited in limestone. In bore hole BH T-10, the contact to
underlying phyllites was observed at EL. 320m. In the penstock slope below T-10,
the contact was localized by geodetic survey at EL. 300~307m. It bears also
noting that the seismic refraction line S3 along the penstock slope indicates an
anomaly with lower velocities in the vicinity of T-10, between EL. 350m and
EL. 320m. The thickness of this zone is about 20 m. The significance of this
anomaly on foundation conditions is unknown and further investigations for the
head pond structure may be required in the initial construction stage.

3.4. 5 Penstock
The penstock slope is characterized by limestone outcrops in the upper part
(same as head pond location) and by topsoil deposits with isolated limestone blocks in
the lower Part below EL. 270m. Based on the overall appearance, the lower part of the
slope has been judged as creeping or potentially instable. Therefore, the alignment of
the penstock has been shifted towards downstream to a narrow rocky ridge adjacent to
a deep gully on the downstream side. The spillway, required for the head pond
overflow, was shifted to the gully, eroded into rock. Explorations trenches at different
elevations in the penstock slope, excavated in February 2008, have confirmed that
the lower part is constituted by weathered phyllitic rocks covered with 1.5~2 m of
topsoil. Unstable conditions of the slope are reached if the bedding planes of the
phyllites are parallel to or dipping out of the slope, resulting in creep.
Following the site visit in June 2008, HTCT staff has carried out geological
mapping of the slope and adjacent gully, supported by geodetic survey of the
lithologic contacts.
Based on the field observations and T-10 drill hole, it is concluded that the
upper section of the surface penstock will be founded directly on massive but blocky
limestone and on phyllite in the lower part. The contact can be traced across the
slope from EL. 300m upstream to EL. 307m at the penstock alignment and beyond
that

to the bottom of the Gully at EL. 315m. This is consistent with EL. 320m
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observed in T-10. The lower part of the Gully has to be deviated towards downstream
away from the power house location at the terrace.

3.4. 6 Power House
The surface power house structure is sited on a narrow alluvial terrace at the
toe of the penstock slope. The location has been shifted together with the penstock
alignment, towards downstream to the site of the present briefing hall. The terrace is
somewhat wider here and the above slope is deemed less critical for undercutting than
further upstream.
The power house foundation is still associated with large uncertainties due to
poor core

recovery of existing bore holes (border

area

between

colluviums,

alluvium and bedrock dipping under the alluvium. The PH-4 drill hole at toe of the
slope (EL. 226.7m) indicated a depth to bedrock of 20m. The tailrace bore holes
BH TR-1 &2, drilled from the same ground elevation (location?), suggest a depth of
7~8m. Investigations from 1995 Feasibility Study indicate about 11 m of alluviums
overlying cavernous limestone (PH-3 at EL. 221.5m). All bore holes show poor
recovery, the occurrence of limestone in the bottom of the valley has yet to be
confirmed as it is inconsistent with the recent observations in the adjacent gully and
lower part of the penstock slope, both consisting of phyllites. Additional two bore
holes with the wire line triple-barrel rig have been instructed during the June 2008
visit. The final location of the power house has to be such, that the foundation of the
draft tube is placed in competent rock. Mixed foundation conditions consisting of
bedrock and alluvium have to be avoided.

3.4. 7 Construction materials
It is foreseen to obtain concrete aggregates from the same limestone quarry as
for the BLC-2 power house. The location is easily accessible from the existing road
and also the overburden conditions are favorable. The rock covering the surface in
the area of T-2, T-5 and T-6 consists of brecciaed fine grained limestone. Two
samples from the quarry tested in March 2008 by the Bago laboratory show
appropriate aggregate properties in compliance with ASTM standards.
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3.5

Topography
It is well known that map accuracies in narrow river valleys or gullies are

very limited and that cliff faces cannot always be identified by the computerized
mapping. This leads to terrestrial surveys at larger scales being essentially required in
the areas of project structures, where more accurate maps are required for detailed
design purposes:
HTCT’s team for the project development have, from the beginning of their
activities, arranged for the additionally required terrestrial surveys (1:1,000 scale with
1m contour intervals) to be carried out. They have provided not only the detailed
mapping of selected areas but also the required smaller scale maps of the catchment
areas relevant to the project to enable improved hydrological evaluations both at the
review phase and future design phases.
In order to ensure that the actual ground cover / overburden depths remain
high enough to maintain reasonably good rock conditions at the locations where the
tunnel crosses the Gulley, additional detailed survey of the terrain elevations within
selected areas of the Gulley are being carried out to enable confirmation of the
foreseen tunnel alignment.
Following selection in the field of the tunnel portals, it will be necessary for
installation of at least three main reference points in the area of each tunnel portal and
accurate measuring in of these using the project’s main triangulation network. This
shall ensure that the basis for achieving sufficient precision of tunnel setting out is
provided for. This shall in turn ensure the accuracy of tunnel setting out and tunnel
construction between the upstream and downstream ends of the tunnel and
intermediate adits.
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Photo 3.7 : Steep Mountain Range in the Project Area

Photo 3.8 : Steep Mountain Range and Narrow River Valley in the Project Area

3.6

Seismicity
During the last 200 years, Myanmar has suffered from more than 20 large

earthquakes. This high level of seismicity is related to the active tectonic
processes that affect this region, seated across a zone of complex interaction
between the Indian and the Southeast Asia lithosphere plates.
The project region is located in the tectonically province of the Sino-Burma
Ranges or Eastern Highland Belt, comprising the Shan Plateau. These Eastern
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Highlands represent the largest tectonic unit in Myanmar and occupy the
eastern part of the country. The Shan Plateau is covered by Paleozoic- Triassic
Rocks, faulted, folded

and partially

metamorphosed, locally intruded by

granites and diorites. The Shan Unit is the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower
Project FSR dissected by normal faults running in NNW direction, parallel to
sub-parallel to the large boundary faults.
In order to evaluate the seismic risk for the project, earthquake exposure
of the site must be characterized in terms of likely seismic ground motions and
likely seismic sources (faults) in the vicinity. Such seismic hazard study has not yet
been done for the project area and needs to be envisaged for the Basic Design
Study.
The 1995 Update of the Feasibility Study does not address the seismicity at
all, the 1989 Study refers to the seismic design of the Mobye Dam and No.(1)
intake Weir, where a seismic coefficient of Ks = 0.15 was adopted. For
comparison, for the Upper Paung Laung Project in the same tectonically province,
but closer to the Paung Laung Fault System, the seismic design parameters were
selected

as: CE = 0.25 g OBE = 0.12 g and a seismic coefficient of 0.1 as

conservative maximum (Colenco March 2005).
It is emphasized that the Baluchaung No.(3) Project has no large dams,
the only structures being exposed to seismic ground motion are the open-air head
tank, penstock and the powerhouse building. Underground structures are generally
not sensitive to seismic events.
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3.7

Hydrology and Water Management
The preliminary reviewing of the hydrological data made available

indicated the plausibility of the hydrological findings of the Feasibility Study.
On the other hand the study itself had to make some assumptions
which require further information and investigations in order to verify these.
The flood predictions at the BLC-3 power house area require to
consider in particular the hydrology of the Nam Pawn river, the Baluchaung
River floods being largely regulated by Mobye Reservoir. Whereas it is understood
that there is very limited data available, it will be necessary to utilize all regional
information available to try to extrapolate all available rainfall data, particularly from
upstream sources, estimates of the Nam Pawn catchment area etc. River discharge
measurements at the BLC-3 power house and tailrace areas will provide the first
actual river discharge measurements directly relevant to the power house area.
These, together with the river cross-sections already surveyed, will need
to provide the basis for tail water level estimations and river levels under both
short and long term floods considering both river diversion issues and power
house security against larger flood events.
At the upstream end of the project the discharges from BLC-2 power station
provide the main water management data for BLC-3 with a maximum discharge
of 47.6 m3/s. Additionally to this the Feasibility Study planned to divert 3.4 m3/s
from the remaining Baluchaung River discharges at Lawpita Falls. The operational
records of BLC-2 indicating the turbine discharges would assist the verification of the
simulated monthly discharges at Lawpita Falls and hence the selection of the diversion
flows.
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Figure 3.1 : Available Discharge of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project

A further consideration to be made is regarding the avoiding of losses
of potential energy in the case that units of BLC-2 are closed down and water
would be spilled from the

BLC-3 Head Pond. This issue requires further

evaluation since the storage capacities at Moybe Reservoir may be such as to avoid
such spilling. As a preliminary consideration regarding increasing of the intake
capacity at Lawpita Falls, this will be evaluated for the condition that one TurbineGenerator Unit at a time would be closed down for inspection and maintenance /
rehabilitation for several months and the intake and desisting basin dimensioned for
3.4 + 8 m3/s i.e. about 12 m3/s. The indications given by considering this scenario
will then indicate the extent to which increasing of the weir dimensions would be
beneficial, thus providing a basis for further evaluations where deemed necessary.
The installation of a gauging station downstream of Lawpita Falls would also provide
improved data for assisting optimization of the overall system.
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Figure 3.2 : Catchment Area Map of the Baluchaung River and the Nam Pawn
River

3.8

Geotechnical Aspects
At this stage the geotechnical aspects can only be generally considered

based on field observations, which are widely described in Geology Section (4),
since the bore holes have not as yet reached the actual depths of the tunnels and
are still ongoing, also to provide sufficient data to evaluate the power house
foundation conditions.
The inspection visits by Colenco’s geotechnical engineer down the main
Gully has indicated fairly good phyllite strata except where this has deteriorated
under tectonic affects stressing sub-vertically dipping phyllite as in the area of
Gully (1).
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Generally the tunneling conditions in the phyllite are likely to be better in the
further downstream sections of the tunnel, where the dip direction is more favorable.
The cavernous, karstic limestone conditions in the upstream section of the tunnel are
considered likely to be significantly more difficult than excavation in the phyllite,
which is relatively impermeable.
On the other hand the surface of phyllite is more prone to deterioration
and should be covered up as early as possible and a requires a concrete lining.
The latest findings of the geological mission in June have led to avoiding the
Alternative with 10 m diameter tunnel. A very newly revised geological longitudinal
section has indicated tentatively the phyllite possibly underlying the limestone almost
right up to the Head Tank Inlet area. This section relies on the field observations and
requires boreholes down to tunnel levels (criteria for drilling is to always go to depths
of one tunnel diameter beneath the planned tunnel elevation. The main unknown still
remains over the upstream 800 m or so.
The earliest possible determination of foundation conditions beneath the
Powerhouse and in the Tailrace area, by successful completion of investigations
in these areas, remains an outstanding aim.
With regard to concrete aggregates, the use of the same limestone quarry as
used for BLC-2 is foreseen, this reducing the need for an extensive testing
programmed at this stage.
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Chapter (4)
Influences on Natural Environment and Mitigation Measures

4.1

Environmental and Social Impacts
The

BLC-3

project

will

have a

relatively

small

affect

on

the

environmental and social conditions in the area. The underground nature of the
project minimizes the surface impacts of the project mainly to the access roads
required to the different construction areas and the forest clearing and open cut
activities in the limited areas of the project structures. These include mainly the
power house and tailrace area, the portal areas of the 3 to 4 access adits for the
headrace tunnel construction, the penstock and head tank areas and the power
intake areas.
The project utilizes the water regulated by Mobye dam and hence only requires
a very small intake weir to divert flow below the main Lawpita Falls into the
tailrace of the BLC-2 project. The diverting of the BLC-2 discharges into the
water conveyance system of BLC-3 means that the 48 m3/s of BLC-2 will only
be fed back into the river some 6 km further downstream after passing through
the water conveyance system of BLC-3 and after the confluence with the Nam
Pawn River. About a dozen tributaries lead into this 6 km stretch of the river
and these will provide limited flows in the river during the wet season.
The planned extraction of up to 3.4 m3/s at Lawpita Weir, near the
lower end of the series of waterfalls comprising Lawpita Falls, is equivalent to
about 50 % of the average spill of the head pond to BLC-1. The flows in the falls
are already mainly confined to the wet season between July to December. This will
not be affected by the construction of the BLC-3 project. There are no villages
on the river in this area, the whole area appearing largely uninhabited, apart from
the operational living quarters above the BLC-2 Power Station and the
associated adjacent village, both at high levels above the river .
The project is anticipated to have a very limited affect on both the environment
and social situation in the area and the possibility of using further the already
regulated flows of the Baluchaung River to produce both wet season and dry season
electricity balanced against relatively minor adverse effects is compatible with
sustainable development goals.
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Chapter (5)
Ecological Environment

The preliminary environmental findings are related to what it has been
possible to see during the site visit and to the information gathered during the
meetings with the local communities and the departmental officers of Loikaw District.

Meeting with Local Communities and Departmental Officers
U Nay Win Aung

-

Chairman of District Peace and Development Council

U Khin Hlaing

-

Assistant Director (Department of Hydropower
Implementation)

U Myat San

-

Assistant Officer (Forest Department)

U Tin Lin

-

Officer (Ministry of Mine)

U Aye Po

-

Assistant Director (Immigration and National Registration
Department)

U Sup Swom Waing -

Manager (Department of Agriculture and Irrigation)

Dr.Khin Swe Yi

-

Department of Health

U Tu Yal

-

Settlement and Land Records Department

U Khin Tun

-

Department of Fisheries

U Thaung Myint

-

General Admistrative Department

U Aung Kyi

-

General Administrative Department

U Sein Htay

-

General Administrative Department

U Thet Tun

-

General Administrative Department

U Kyaw Thuya

-

SSAE (Department of Hydropower Implementation)

U Thant Sin Oo

-

SSAE (Department of Hydropower Implementation)

U Kyaw Myo Lwin

-

SAE (Department of Hydropower Implementation)
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Photo 5.1 : Meeting with Loikaw District Departmental Officers
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Photo 5.2 : Investigation in the Project Area
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5.1

Terrestrial Ecology

5.1.1 Vegetation
(1) Vegetation Type
The quality of the project-related regional ecological environment is high,
and the main vegetation types include the dry upper mixed deciduous forest of
Pyinkado, Padauk, Hnaw, Letpan, Myaukchaw, Thitya, Taw Thayet, Ingyin, In,
Yethaphan , cluters of bamboos and artificial vegetation. A little Teak occurs near the
project site, but everything saleable has been removed and now exists is very small.
Isolated stands of commercially valuable trees occur and some of these may have been
planted by river valley cultivators.

Photo 5.3 : Species of Herbs
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Lett Pan
Taw Thayet(Mango)

Pyin-kado(Xylia dolabriformis)

Ingyin (Pentacme siamensis)

Thitya (Shorea oblongifolia)

In (Dipterocarpus tuberculatus)

Photo 5.4 : Type of Trees
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(2)

Vegetation Distribution Characteristics
The vegetation distribution at the upstream drainage area and downstream

drainage area are affected by the distribution of mountains. According to the relevant
data and the field exploratory survey, the vegetation type in the project area not only
have the characteristics of the tropical monsoon broad leaved evergreen forest, and the
vegetation presents more evergreen forest, and the vegetation presents more
characteristics of the tropical monsoon forest near the site.

Project Area

Forest Area

Figure 5.1 : Location Map of Forest Area ( Loikaw District)
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The Confluence of the Nam Pawn
River and the Baluchaung River

Photos 5.5 : The Confluence of the Nam Pawn River and the Baluchaung River

Photos 5.6 : The Baluchaung Water Fall

The total area of Kayah Division is 4,506 square miles (2,883,840 acres) of
which 2,331 square miles (1,492,157 acres) are public forest and the remaining 2,175
square miles (1,391,683 acres) are cultivation, shifting cultivation settlements, etc. In
describing the forest growth, it is convenient to consider separately the part of Kayah
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lying East and West of Thanlwin. Descriptions are necessarily of a very broad nature
and the composition of the various types is given based on observation during the visit
and from available recorded data.

Photos 5.7 : Species of Orchids

5.1.2 Overview of Terrestrial Vertebrate Animal Resources
According to the relevant data, the species and quantities of wild animals are
numerous, and the biological diversity is pretty rich in the involved area of the
construction.
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Wild Life
There is no information or record of any wild elephant in the project area.
Sam bar are commonly found in deep forest along the Thanlwin River and also along
the Nam Pawn and the Baluchaung River. Many have been shot illicitly by hunters.
Monkey and Wild Pig are found in a few numbers because the Project area is
not a plentiful supply of food and water during dry season.
Antelope, Wild Bear and Barking Deer are sometimes occurred on the hill
and in scrub jungle and cultivated areas.

Lizard

Antelope
Photos 5.8 : Species of Animals
Others mainly are some small wild animals such as Manis pentadactyls,
Sciurus vulgaris, rabbit, rats, etc. The birds in big and middle sized mainly are the
Black Drango, Red Wattle Lapwing etc. In addition, there are some reptiles and
amphibians such as snake, tortes, lizards, etc.
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Table 5.1 Species of Birds found in the Project area

No

Name of Bird

Scientific Name

1

Sport Bill Duck

Anas poecilorhyncha

2

Common Moorhen

Gallinula Chloropus

3

Wood Sandpiper

4

Eastern Marsh Harrier

Ciraes Spllonotus

5

Black Kite

Haliastur Indus

6

Weir Tail Swallow

7

Greater Coscal

Centropus Sinensis

8

Black Collored Starling

Stumus Nigricollis

9

House Crow

Corvus Sptendens

10

Black Drango

Dicrurus Macrocercus

11

Black Crowned Night Hero

Nycticorax Nycticorax

12

Eurasian Tree Sparrow

Passer Montanus

13

Common Snipe

14

Red Wattle Lapwing

15

Common Tailar Bird

Vanellus Indicus
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Photos 5.9 : Species of Birds
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Species of insects can also be found around the Baluchaung No.(3) Project
area. The Baluchaung River ditches in the cultivation land along the banks and
tussock grass. Insect specimen of Coleoptera (beetle), Lepidoptera (butterflies and
moths), Odomata (dragonflies), Homoptera (Aphid, scale insect), and Hymenoptera
(ants, wasps, and bees) were recorded from the report of survey team.

Photo 5.10 (a) : Species of Butterflies
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Photo 5.10 (b) : Species of Butterflies

5.2

Aquatic Ecology

5.2.1 Aquatic Higher Plants
The river flow condition of Baluchaung is rushing, and the bottom materials
of the river bed are mainly batholith and boulder .Therefore, it is not favourable for the
growth of the aquatic vascular plants.

Photo 5.11 : The Water Fall between the BLC-2 and the BLC-3 Power Station
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Table 5.2 Results of Chemical Analysis of Water from the Baluchaung River

Result

Highest
desirable
level

Maximum
permissible
level

Clear

-

-

Colour (Platinum, Cobalat Scale)

5

5 Units

50 Units

Turbidaity ( Silicada Scale Unit)

-

5 NTU

25 NTU

7.4

7.0 to 8.5

6.5 to 9.2

Test
Appearance

pH value
Total Solids

p-p-m (mg/l)

630

500 mg/l

1500 mg/l

Total Hardness (as CaCo3)

p-p-m (mg/l)

240

100 mg/l

500 mg/l

Total Alkalinity (as CaCo3) p-p-m (mg/l)

325

600 mg/l

950 mg/l

Calcium as Ca

p-p-m (mg/l)

40

75 mg/l

200 mg/l

Magnesium as Mg

p-p-m (mg/l)

Nil

30 mg/l

150 mg/l

Chloride as Cl

p-p-m (mg/l)

50

200 mg/l

600 mg/l

Sulphate as SO4

p-p-m (mg/l)

98

200 mg/l

400 mg/l

Total Iron as Fe

p-p-m (mg/l)

-

0.3 mg/l

1.0 mg/l

Remarks : Chemically Potable

Photo 5.12 : The Downstream View of the Baluchaung River
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The aquatic weeds shall appear in area of upstream of weir and in the branch
stream areas after the operation of the power station, but increased amount of aquatic
higher plants is anticipated to be very small, because the river bank is mainly rocky.

5.2.2 Fish
The fish species which are found in the Baluchaung River according to the
status of investigation are described as follows;

Table 5.3 Fish species found in the Baluchaung River
No

Scientific Name

Myanmar Name

1

Labeo calabaau

Nga-net pyar

2

Cyprinua carpio

Nga-phein

3

Cirrhina latia

Nga-lu

4

Cirrhina mrigala

Nga-gyin phyu

5

Puntius hexastic

Nga-Gyaung

6

Ophiocephalus striatus

Nga-yant

7

Notopterus notopterus

Nga-phe

8

Puntius apongon

Nga-khonma

9

Notopterus notopterus

Nga-zinsat

10

Torpedo

Nga-khu

11

Lepidocephalus

Nga-thalehtoe

12

Monopterus albus

Nga-shint

13

Colisa labiasa

Nga-pyinthalet
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Nga Phel ( Feather bach fish)

Nga Khu (Torpedo fish)

Nga Yant ( Banded snake head fish)

Nga Tha Le Htoe ( Loach fish)

Nga Shint (Monopterus albus)

Nga Mway Htoe (Ophidian Fish)
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Nga Gyin Phyu(Cirrhina mrigala)
Nga Sin Yine (Anus truncalus)

Nga Khone Ma (Barbus Fish)

Nga Gyaung (Puntius hexastic)
Photo 5.13 : Species of Fishes
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The ecological habitats of these fishes are divided as the flowing water
requiring species; Fishes found in the Baluchaung River are mainly the short-term
migrating species. These species usually lay heavy stickiness eggs on the boulders at
the lower shoal, the young fishes perform the feedstuff feeding near by the spawning
site after hatched out, and the drifting distance of the young fishes in not very long if
they drift downstream because of the water flow effect. During the propagation
season, the Bloodstocks only perform short-term propagation and migration, so as to
find the suitable ground mass and water flow condition.
People in the drainage of the Baluchaung River and the Nam Pawn River
have mastered the fishing technique and the fishing tradition here is very long. The
fishing needle hooks or the iron beds, the absorbing barrels and the like are to be used
for fishing if there are no fishing tackles. With the development of the society, the
current fishing tackles are the single layer gill net, the double layer gill net, the trial
net, the casting net the layer square net, the dragging net or the sinking hook, etc. The
fishing is performed on the bamboo rafts and the wooden boats. The fishing season is
the flood season, in which the water rises, the debris flow is serious, the water flow is
rushing and the fishing difficult is challenging, so the dip net and the hook are adopted
for fishing. In the local economic structure, the fishery is only an avocation, and there
are no professional fishermen.
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Chapter (6)
Influences on Ecological Environment

6.1

Influences on Terrestrial Ecological Environment
(1) Effects on the vegetation
The Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project is located just downstream of the

Baluchaung-2 HPP. The inlet of the BLC-3 HPP is connected to the outlet of the
BLC-2 tailrace.
The Baluchaung No.(3) Project is constructed as the waterway type. So, there
are no submerged lands of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project. The
Baluchaung No.(3)
ecological system of

Project is not affected the structure and the stability of the
the whole Baluchaung River valley and not effect on the

vegetation.
Within the upland area of these projects, cultivation is the main livelihood of
the villagers. Soya bean, Pulse, Maize and Pigeon pea plantation are mostly occurred
at the plain areas around the Lawdalay and Lawpita villages and Hill Side Cultivation
of Paddy and Banana Plantation are seen at the mountain slope.

Photo 6.1 : Banana Plantation (Lawdalay Village)
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Photo 6.2 : Pigeon Pea Plantation (Lawdalay Village)

(2)

Effects on terrestrial animals
The construction of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project shall not affect

the existing flora and fauna in this area, but can cause the damages to the quantities of
individual species and populations. The mitigating protection measures for the rare
and endangered plants involved in the inundation shall be adopted before the water
storage in the reservoir, so as to reduce the damages.
The water storage shall force the wild animals to migrate to the area above the
flood line, due to the narrowing of the habitat in this area, and thus the concentration
of wild animals around the reservoir shall be increased within short time. Since the
habitats in the reservoir inundation area are all the habitat types which are broadly
distributed in this area, the loss of the habitats in the reservoir inundation and the
destroying of the habitats in the construction area shall not lead to obvious effect on
existence of the animals in this area. Most of the mammals are able to adapt to the
changes of the environmental conditions through migration. The habitats of birds are
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extensive, and they are able to live in 3 to 6 habitats. The height scope of the
distribution elevation is great, and with the strong flying and athletic ability, a
majority of the species is able to migrate to the nearby habitats which are out of the
reservoir inundation scope for life, so the project shall exert little effect on them. Due
to the special physiological structure and life habits of the amphibians and reptiles,
they are sensitive to the changes of the living environments and the habitats, so the
reservoir inundation shall lead to the damages to the species populations. In particular,
a certain number of species populations in low elevation area shall disappear.
The human activities happen frequently in reservoir area and construction area,
the animals in these areas mainly belong to small companion species and live in the
habitat environment such as shrubs, cultivation land and village inhabitants, they have
strong adaptability and generally the grown-up animals have stronger activity capacity
and larger activity scope, they shall migrate to the regions outside reservoir periphery
and construction area. Therefore, the construction has little effect on the terrestrial
animals in the area.
6.2

Influences on Aquatic Ecology
Since 1971, Mobye Reservoir has been regulating the Baluchaung River

to be as constant as possible for a stable power generation throughout the year.
In other words: it acts as a regulating “pond” to maximize firm energy.
The spatial and temporal distribution of the runoff behind the weir is not
changed obviously during the operation period of the power station; the construction
of the station shall affect the hydrological pulse of the river in the reservoir area, and
change the hydrodynamics process of the reservoir area, however, the hydrodynamic
process of the upstream of the reservoir tail and of the river section below the weir are
basically identical to the natural state.
In the reservoir area of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower station, the
increasing buffering effect and the widening of the water surface above the weir cause
the water flow velocity of back water zone of reservoir to decline, the internal flow
state in the reservoir area is more stable than natural state, and the exchanging
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capacity of the water body in the reservoir area declines because of the settlement
deposits and the decreasing fluctuation of the water body. The flow rate and water
level of the section below the dam have direct connection with the operating mode of
the power station, but the natural state is maintained as a whole, and the inconstant
stream shall present itself during the daily peak regulation operation period of the
power station.
The sediment shall deposit to a certain extent in the reservoir with the
exception of the flood season, the sediment content of the discharged water of the
station is low and the transparency is heightened slightly, however, the sediment of
the discharged water of the power station during the sluicing sand regulation process
increases compared to that of the natural state, and the transparency decreases greatly.
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Chapter (7)
Environmental Influences and Mitigation Measures

7.1 Terrestrial Ecology
7.1.1 Influences on Terrestrial Ecological Environment
7.1.2 Mitigation Measures
(1) The protection for vegetation and the maintenance for landscape shall be
strengthened in combination with soil and water conservation;
(2) During the construction period, the construction personnel shall be educated
to carry out the construction in strictly specified construction occupied land area, and
it is forbidden to expand the construction site arbitrarily, to reduce the unnecessary
damage to vegetation;
(3) The construction occupied land area shall be controlled strictly to reduce
the unnecessary damage to the plants around the construction area;
(4) The high arbors in construction area and the cutting of them shall be
avoided as much as possible to reduce the effect of project construction on the plants;
(5) The local species shall be selected as possible for restoration of the
vegetation in the spoil yard, to reduce the invasion of foreign species and ensure the
primitiveness of the local plant flora system;
(6) During the construction period, the education and propaganda of ecology
protection to the construction personnel and the inhabitant around shall be
strengthened, the construction personnel shall be educated in the methods, such as
public notice sticking, brochure handing out, etc. and the construction personnel are
required not to hunt the wild animal illegally through institutionalization, to reduce the
effect of construction local terrestrial animals;
(7) The management for the construction equipment shall be strengthened. The
explosive materials such as explosives, detonators shall be controlled in case the
construction personnel or local people get and keep the materials in private and use
them to fabricate the hunting tools and kill the wild animals;
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(8) The construction personnel shall be educated to protect the environment
around the construction area (for example, no domestic and production wastes
littering, no domestic and production sewage dumping, etc.) , to protect the habitats of
the wild animals.

7.2 Aquatic Ecology
7.2.1 Influences on Aquatic Ecology
(1) Effect on the aquatic organisms
(i)

Effect on the plankton plants and periphytic algae

After completion of the weir, the original rapid river shall become a river-type
reservoir with widened water surface, the slowed water flow rate, the deposited
sediment, the increased transparency of the water body as well as retained and
accumulated nutritious substance, since the nutritious substance of the vegetation and
soil in the submersed area is released, the organic substance and mineral substance in
water body increase, which is beneficial to the multiplication of the plankton plants,
and the biological productivity of the water body enhanced. Therefore, the species of
the plankton plants in the reservoir area shall increase obviously and the composition
of the species shall change correspondingly after the reservoir is constructed. Therein,
the bacillariophyta species prevail over others, but the species of chlorophyta and
cyanophyta shall increase obviously, and other Alga shall also appear, to form a
species composition pattern of plankton plants with the domination species of diatom,
green algae and blue algae, and the dominance of diatom shall decline. The change of
the species of plankton plants varies slightly due to the difference between the
hydrological situation and the ecological environment in various areas within the
reservoir area. The species of bacillariophyta, chlotophyta and cyanophyta shall
increase but not too much, because the reservoir tail has certain water flow condition,
and the water quality and the environment are similar to the natural river, and other
species of plankton plants shall also appear. The water flow in the reservoir and before
the weir slows down compared to the original river, the sediment deposits and the
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increased transparency and the gradually accumulated nutrient salt are beneficial to
the multiplication of phytoplankton, so the species increase obviously, particularly the
chlorophyta and the cyanophyta; although the species of bacillariophyta increase but
with the lower increase than that of chlorophyta and cyanophyta, the proportion of
bacillariophyta shall decrease while that of chlorophyta shall decrease obviously.
The change of these conditions causes the enhancement of the water body
primary productivity. The enhancement of the primary productivity of different areas
in the reservoir area varies due to the environmental differences. The enhancement of
the primary productivity before the weir is greater, but that of the reservoir tail is
lower and that in the reservoir is moderate.
(ii)

Effect on plankton animals

The river section about (4.5 km) from intake to power house will be dried-up,
without river water during most of the period. Only during the raining season, when
the river discharge exceed the maximum design discharge, the exceed discharge will
spill out through the weir into the river section. The depth, the water surface, the
capacity and transparency shall increase. The nutritious substance in the vegetation
and soil in the submersed area seeps, so the organic substance and mineral substance
in water shall increase, in addition, the slowing-down of the water flow rate and the
sediment deposits cause the retaining and accumulation of nutritious substance, the
change of these condition is beneficial to the multiplication of the plankton organism.
The increase of the plankton organism is limited, because the area of the submerged
place is small, the seepage of nutritious substance is not too much, and the exchange
of the water body in the reservoir is frequent.
The species of plankton animals and the biomass in the reservoir area shall
increase, and the proportion of infusorians shall tend to increase after the completion
and water storage of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project. The proportion of
the increase in the reservoir bay and the waters in the coastal zone shall be greater
than that of the water zone in the reservoir. After the operation of power station, the
density of the plankton animals shall be lower than the original density, because the
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plankton animals of the river near section below the weir are influenced by the bottom
water discharging.
(iii)

Effect on aquatic higher plants

The aquatic vascular plants in the reservoir area are very few, the aquatic
weed shall appear in some areas of the reservoir bay and in the branch stream areas
after the operation of the power station, but the increasing amount of the aquatic
higher plants after the construction of the reservoir is anticipated to be very small and
shall be basically similar to the amount before the construction of the reservoir,
because the water level of the reservoir changes and the reservoir, because the water
level of the reservoir changes and the reservoir bank is mainly rocky.
(2) Impact on Fishes
(i)

Impact on fishes during the construction period

During the construction period, the incoming water from the upstream flows to
the downstream through a diversion channel, so the reservoir has no problem in flow
velocity deceleration, the river channel will maintain in natural flow pattern, while the
regional flow pattern of the river will be markedly changed in comparison with the
natural pattern. The flow velocity inside the river diversion tunnel is far beyond the
flow resistance capacity of the river fishes, and the fishes cannot pass through the
upstream of the river diversion tunnel; the catadromous migrating of part of the adult
fishes and juvenile fishes favoring the rapid stream will also be impacted to some
extent.
(ii) Impact on Production Wastewater
The production wastewater from the construction production of the
hydroelectric power station mainly contains the suspended substances (SS), with only
a little portion with oil stain or high pH value, and it is free of the problems such as
waste heat pollution. In the lower water period, the late spring, the early summer, the
important seasons for fishes to grow and breed, the increase of the suspended
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substances (SS) takes some effect on the fishes; during the high water period, the
increment of SS caused by the construction is relatively low due to the high sand
content of the natural channel, so the impact on the fishes is not obvious.
(iii) Impact on Domestic Sewage
The domestic sewage produced during the construction period is not
remarkably different from the general urban domestic sewage, which mainly contains
suspended substances, organic pollutants, nitrogen, etc. In addition to suspended
substances, most of substances are nutritional ingredients of the water body, which are
good for the growth and reproduction of the aquatic organisms. Even near the sewage
discharging outlet, because the location is at canyon, and the flow velocity of the river
is high, the wastewater can be rapidly diluted and then diffused, instead of forming the
pollution zone, and the survival of the fishes is not obviously affected.
(vi) Impact on Construction Activities
.

The road construction will influence or change the ecological environment

for the animals living and reproduction in the scope of project area. As a whole, it will
shrink the habitat and living area of the animals but will not effect in the
disappearance of the species.
Large amount of disposed earth and stone will be produced during the sub
graded excavation, and it is easy to effect in the soil erosion.
The concrete and clay-bound macadam road surface will produce dust
emission by the vehicle transportation.
All the activities including all kinds of construction machinery, blasting,
etc. during road construction will produce noise. But most of the villages are
distributed in the area with higher elevation, thus the noise and dust emission
influence is little.
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Photo 7.1 : Access Road of Power House
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Photo 7.2 : Bridge across the Baluchaung River (Project Site)

(3) Impact on Weir Isolation
Due to the weir isolation of the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project, the
complete river environment is divided into different fragmentations, the fragmentation
and breakage of the habitat of the fishes result in the formation of meta-population of
different sizes, the genes between populations shall not be exchanged, so that the
genetic diversity is reduced, and the probability of population extinction is increased.
After the weir is established, the original continuous river ecological system is
separated into three non-continuous environmental units (the channel segment above
the reservoir tail, the reservoir area and the downstream waters of the weir), so that the
habitat is fragmented.
In addition, the isolation of the power station isolates the only population
which is originally widely distributed into two populations, respectively over the weir
population and below the weir population because the genetic exchange cannot be
achieved among the population, therefore the genetic diversity is reduced, and the
quality of the fish species is impacted.
(i)

Impact of Changes in Hydrological Regime on Fish Resources
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After the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Station is established and put into
operation, the water flow in the reservoir area is slowed down, the water depth is
increased, the rapid stream habitat is reduce, the hydrodynamics process of the river
changes somehow, the reservoir head is adjacent to the original natural river, and is
provided with the hydrodynamics characteristics, the functions of water area
deepening, the weir

face widening, water stream decelerating, wind current and

density current in front of the weir are greatly strengthened, the lake hydrodynamics
characteristic appears.
Changes in the hydrological regime: The river section of the reservoir area
was originally suitable for the fish species which live and reproduce in the
environment of benthic rapid stream, boulder, cave, laccolite bottom sediment, now it
gradually diverts to the upstream of the reservoir tail of the main stream or to the main
branch stream, as a result; the number of fishes in the main streams in the reservoir
area will be reduced. While the number of the species of the fish adapting to living in
the soft stream environment will be increased, so the fishes will become the dominant
species in the reservoir area. The volume of the water body in the reservoir area is
enlarged, the inhabitation and activity space of the aquatic organisms and fishes are
increased, and the total amount of the resources shall be raised as well.
(ii)

Changes in Fish Production

With the establishment of the small reservoir, the productivity of aquatic
organisms is not improved, and the water area is not so enlarged, thereby, the fish
production in the reservoir area will not be improved. The main composition of the
fish catch will be changed slowly. The fish adapting to the rapid stream will be
reduced, and the fish adapting to the soft steam or quiescent water will be increased
remarkably.
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7.2.2 Protection Measures
After the reservoir is impounded, the condition of the baits is improved, so that
the fish production in the reservoir area will be increased. However, because the
composition of the fish resources in the reservoir area will be changed, the quantity of
the fish population originally living in the reservoir area will be reduced, and the
impact of the hydraulic project on the fishes in the river section upstream the reservoir
tail and the river section below the weir shall also be remarkable. Therefore, it is
recommended to strengthen the management and reduce the catching methods to
relieve the adverse effect.

7.3

Impact Analysis on the Auxiliary Facilities

7.3.1 Spoil Storage Yard and Stone Building Yard
Environmental Influence Analysis
According to the mining plan of the earth and building stone yard, the
environmental impact includes;
Impact on the ecological environment: the original vegetation may be damaged
during the mining process of the earth and rock material, which will further impact the
living enviroment of the animals;
Impact on the water enviroment: the water environment may be effected during
the transportation process of the earth and rock material excavated.
Impact on the acoustic environment: mining and crushing of the stone may
cause the acoustic environment to be effected;
Impact on the atmospheric environment: the blasting, hole drilling as well as
earth and stone piling will cause dust during the mining process of the earth and stone
material. The blasting may also cause the emission of harmful gases such as CO, NO 2,
etc.
The strength of soil erosion may increase due to the excavation of the earth
and quarry site, in combination with the soil erosion status of the project areas, the
strength of soil erosion of borrow area and quarry site will increase remarkably.
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Photo 7.3 : HTCT Batching Plant
Mitigation Measures
For the possible environmental impacts, the following mitigation measures
shall be taken:
The vegetation shall be protected during the mining process of the earth and
stone material, Fell trees at random. Is forbidden Prohibit hunting and eating wild
animals, especially the national protected wild animals:
The corresponding measures shall be taken to prevent the water body from
effcting due to the improper storage and transportation of the earth and stone material;
The advanced blasting techniques shall be transported to the construction site
as soon as possible;
The planting work shall be performed for borrow and quarry site;
The soil and water conservation work for borrow and quarry site shall be
perform well, and the construction measures shall be intergated with the plant
measures to prevent soil erosion.
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7.3.2 Planing of Spoil Storage and Disposal Yard
Environmental Influence Analysis
The soil erosion may happen during the construction and operation of the spoil
disposal yard;
The machinery equipment such as bulldozers, dump trucks, etc. is mainly used
for the transportation of spoil storage and disposal yard, may result in acoustic
environment effect.
During the piling and storage process of the spoil, dust pollution may be caused,
and the dust emission mode is the way of unorganized emission. The dust emission is
related to many factors such as the construction site conditions, the management level,
the mechanization degree, the construction season, the soil quality, the weather
conditions,etc.

Photo 7.4 : Disposal Yard
Mitigation Measures
Control the spoil piling procedures strictly and determine a reasonable slope
angle.
Set a smooth water drainage system, which is very important for the soil
erosion preventation within the scope of the small watershed in the spoil yard.
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Before the spoil is piled, arrange the retaining device at the slope toe of the
spoil pile, and clear the vegetation within the scope of the spoil yard (including trees,
tree stumps, tree roots, weeds and rubbish) as well as the surface arable soil and the
softer soil layer.
The spoil retaining dam shall be constructed strictly according to the demand of
rules and regulations.
Reasonable measures shall be taken to protect the slope, in favor of ensuring
the stability of the spoil block and reducing the loss of soil and water.
The protect measures for the spoil yard are the spoil retaining measures and
drainage measures, which mainly include the facilities such as the spoil retaining
dams, the water retaining dams, the drainage canals, the culverts, etc.

Mitigation Measures for the Impact on Atmospheric Environment
The excavated spoil shall be transported to the nearest spoil yard for piling as
soon as possible;
The management of the spoil material which is easy to spill shall be strengthen
during the proceses of loading, unloading, transportation, etc.
The water shall be sprayed frequently to prevent dust.
The certain planting work shall be performed for the spoil yard.

7.3.3 Impact Analysis on Road Construction
Large amount of disposed earth and stone will be produced during the subgrade
excavation, and it is easy to result in the soil erosion; during the construction process,
dust emisssion will produce in the transportation of the various main materials, which
may lead a certain effect on the vicinal water body. One ropeway bridge has been built
near power house at the downstream site for communication of the two banks.
The road construction process may have certain influence on the native
vegetation, will influence or change the ecological environment for the animal living
and reproduction in the scope of the project area. As a whole, the road construction
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will shrink the habitats and the living areas of the animals but will not result in the
disappearance of the species. The clay-bound macadam road surface structure will be
manily adopted in the road construction of the Baluchaung No.(3) Project, and the
dust emission will be produced by the vehicle transportation, materials piling and
storage, materials mixing, etc. during the road construction period. All the activities
including all kinds of construction machinery, blasting, etc. during the road
construction will produce noise. Because the distribution of the villages and the
population is rare, and most of them are distributed in the areas with the relative
higher elevation of the mountain and valley landform, thus the noise pollution
influence is little. After the road is constructed the vehicle oil settle and fallen on the
road surface and the other hazardous substance spread on the road surface will
increase year by year and rainfall run of may influence the water quality of the
Baluchaung River. But with a long term view, the influence of it on the Baluchaung
River is limited.
The amount of the exhaust pollutant of CO and NO2 emitted by the automobile
will increase; the environmental noise will be produced; the road will improve the life
quality of the local inhabitants when the road is completed except the negative
influence.

Mitigation Measures
The earth and stone produced in the subgrade excavation shall be transported to
the nearest spoil yard to store as soon as possible; the corresponding measures shall be
taken in the transportation process to avoid the pollution to the water body. The
construction of the bridge lying across the water body shall be in the low water period,
and the drainage ditch and the sedimentation tank shall be built if necessary. The
industrial and domestic wastwater shall be treated, and it is forbidden to be discharged
into the water body.
The soil and water conservation measures shall be carefully carried out to
improve the afforestation along the road.
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The low-noise construction machinery and processes shall be selected, the
construction time and intensity shall be arranged reasonably, and the construction
personnel shall be equipped with the labor guards.
When the materials are transported during the road construction period, the
transportation time shall be arranged reasonably. The warning boards such as the horn
prohibiting board, the governed speed board, etc. shall be arranged.
The low dust emission process shall be adopted.
The design along the road shall be harmonious with the surrounding landscape
as far as possible.

7.3.4 Impact on Mobilization of Manpower
During construction period, large amount of construction workers, including
staff of contractor, consultants, engineers, skilled/non-skilled workers, will be
mobilized. Outside workers will be accommodated in Company’s base camp,
constructors base camp and around the Project Area.

Impacts of intrusion of outside workers on business opportunity
Intrusion of outside workers would bring about stimulation of existing business
and new business opportunity for local people as positive impact. In order to taken
advantage this business opportunities, skill-up training and capital money for new
business is needed for local people. The Project should support the people who has a
good will to open a shop, resturant, etc. targeting for construction workers as a
customer by giving permission to local people.

Impacts of population increase on public and economic facilities
Survey results indicate that the existing public facilities such as school, are not
even facility, Even exit for the local people. Increase of population due to the intrusion of
outside workers might need such facilities as school, clinic, food market, restaurant, etc.
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Photo 7.5 : Buddish Monastery at Lawdalay Village

Photo 7.6 : View of Loikaw Town
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Photo 7.7 : Famous Pagoda (Loikaw Town)

Near the project area,three Buddish monastery exist at Lawdalay village.The
building was said to be built around 1970 and it is wooden structure with GI sheet
roof.The entrance to the main building has a stair way constructed with brick.An
abbot is taking care of the religious matters around the village.
The following facilities are found near the Baluchaung base camps of the Project,
including:
 Market one unit
 50-bed Public Hostipal: at Lawdalay Village
 Sport Facilities: Play Ground (one unit), Volleyball Court (one unit).
 Others: repair shop, stores, etc.
 School: One High School and one Middle School situated at Lawdalay village.
 One Public Health Care Center for Myanmar people and one clinic for Chinese
Employees are found at the project site
These are exclusive facilities for staff and workers of the project during the
construction period and during operation for maintenance of the project facilities.
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Impacts of increase of outsider workers on conflict and security
Increase of outside workers might cause quarrel, conflict, fight and even crime
between outside workers and local community. These impacts will cause not only
security problem but also social untest, which might spawn bad rerception on
Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project. Regarding the measures to minimize this
negative impact, only education or instruction to construction workers does not always
works because the quarrel, conflict or crime is not spawn from a simple cause such as
bad manner or unrespect to other person. Accordingly, countermeasures should be
more oriented for strict control and security maintenance in collaboration with local
authority, if necessary.

Impacts of outsider workers on public health
Increase of outsider workers might cause proliferation of infectious diseases
including HIV/ AIDS among construction workers and local people.
Countermeasures for the impact on public health are as follows:
 Education on public health for prevention of endemic diseases such as malaria,
dengue fever, including method of precaution, cure and treatment,
 Regarding HIV/ AIDS in particular, the following measures should be proviede
to conduct and monitor a health protection program, including:
-

Education on public health and sanitation to contractor and workers,

-

Situation survey and regular health check for workers before and during
construction phase,

-

Providing information and education to construction workers on
HIV/AIDS and other sexual diseases, etc.

In conclusion, conducting these countermeasures properly in combination and
timely manner could minimize the potential negative impacts.
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Photo 7.8 : Health Care Center (Project Site)

Photo 7.9 : 50- bed Hospital (Lawdalay Village)
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Photo 7.10 : High School (Lawdalay Village)

Photo 7.11 : Middle School (Lawdalay Village)
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Impacts on transportation on air quality (dust)
In order to minimize dust generation along the road especially when earth
materials (soil, rock, gravel)is transported, watering in needed during dry season in
particular. The watering should be done not only on roads but also the vehicle itself
when it is muddy/dusty. Covering of load of trucks by a sheet is another way to
prevent from dust generation.
Impact on traffic noise and vibration
As long as driving trucks and other vehicles, it is inevitable to generate
automobile noise and vibration. However, it is effective to operate the vehicles polity,
specifically avoiding unnecessary speeding up, acceleration, etc. for alleviating it. To
realize this, it is necessary to educate truck drivers on the driving manner. Paying
attention should be secure at such location as road sections near school, public health
center, and near the settlement area. Consequently, conducting these countermeasures
properly in combination and timely manner could minimize the potential negative
impacts.
7.3.5 Impact on Construction Works such as Civil Works, Building Construction and
Blasting
Construction works would cause various types of negative impacts unless an
appropriate mitigation measure is taken. Improvement and new construction works of
access roads would cause air pollution including dust, noise and vibration while
cutting of slope and embankment, soil erosion and water pollution (turbidity) unless
an appropriate measure to prevent erosion over the denuded slope is taken.
Construction of temporary facilities such as base camp construction facility yard etc.
would cause air pollution including dust, soil erosion and from the denuded area if no
appropriate measure are taken. Water pollution (turbidity), noise and vibration from
heavy equipments while embankment and buildings construction, would alos occur.
Scattering of construction wastes including garbage and effluent might generate,
which might also cause water pollution of the river. Construction and operation of
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quarry and/or crushing, batching plant would cause almost the same impacts as those
of construction of permanent facilities; intake, wier, headrace channels, power house,
etc. In this regard, crushing of rocks at crushing plant would cause intense noise.
The biggest impact to possibly causes social impact is the blasting for
excavation and quarrying works because they will use explosives. The other
construction works would become the potential source for social untest of negative
impacts are not properly managed to minimize. Social unrest would cause bad
perception with the Project. The impacts will be mitigated by not only technical
approach, but also social approaches based on the good relationship with local
communities including socialization and consultation with community leaders.
Regarding the noise level to caused by blasting, the distance between the quarry site
where blasting will be conducted and nearest settlement areas are more than 4 mile at
least. Therefore, it is predicted not to cause significant impact.
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Chapter (8)
Social Environment

The total area of Kayah Division is 4,506 square miles (2,883,840 acres) of
which 2,331 square miles (1,492,157 acres) are public forest and the remaining 2,175
square miles (1,391,683 acres) are cultivation, shifting cultivation settlements,
etc .The population is 262,630 and its population density is 58 people per square mile.
Population in the basin and along the railway lines is large while that in mountainous
area is smaller. The region has 10 races, including the Kayah (Red Kayin), Kayan and
Myanmar. The language and custom are diverse; agriculture is its major economic
form. Rice, wheat, sugar cane, tea and rubber are main support of live hood for
peasant. Over recent year, infrastructure in the project area has been improved, and the
agricultural industry and water conservancy facilities have been seen rapid
development.
Mining industry is developing fast in Kayah. It has great variety of mineral
resources. The forest is Dry Upper Mixed Deciduous forest, in which public forest is
1,492,157 acres and the remaining 1,391,683 acres are cultivation, hill-side
cultivation. The transportation facility in Kayah is underdeveloped. There is only one
railway line running through it. Two major highways run across Kayah State.
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Figure 8.1 : Location Map of Loikaw District (Kayah State)

Kayah (Red Kayin)

Kayaw (Pare)
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Yin-Baw

Kayah (Red Kayin)

Yin-Talae

Kayan (Gakho)
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Kayan (Gabar)

Kayan lahta (Zayein)

Kayan (Padaung)
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The long neck women
Photo 8.1 : National Races

Photo 8.2 Traditional Musical Instruments
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Photo 8.3 : Vegetation Farms

8.1 Influences on Social Environment
8.1.1 Social and Economic Survey of the Project Area
The project site has a few environmental and social impacts. The project area is
relatively poorly developed economically and sparsely populated. There are 17 small
villages consisting of 10 to 205 households. In average, a household has 3 to 5
persons. The main occupation of the people living in this area is shifting cultivation,
livestock, husbandry, collection of forest products and hunting. The main crops are
upland rice, corn and maize. Husbandry consists of household pigs, cows and
buffaloes, some chickens and ducks. The other activities of the population are fishing
in the Baluchaung River and its Tributaries.
Education level around the project area is high. One High School and one
Middle School situated at Lawdalay village. The language used is Burmese and Kayah
(minority language). The religion is Buddhism. One public health care center for
Myanmar people and one clinic for Chinese Employees are found at the project site
and there is 50- bed Hospital in Lawdalay Village. If necessary, people go to Loikaw.,
where there is 200-bed Hospital. The main disease is malaria which is typical of
remote mountainous areas. There is diesel engine power supply in some village. Water
supply is from the Baluchaung River Streams and Hollow Well.
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8.1.2 Impact on Local People
Data on location of village from 1 inch Map showed that 17 villages, mostly a
little big with 50 ~200 households are residing in the upstream area from the BLC-1
project site. Most of them are located on the upland terrace. It is anticipated that none
of the villages in upstream area will be affected by the project construction.
Based on site visit survey within 7 mile upstream of the project site there is a
few villages living human in the project area.
Near the Baluchaung No.(1) Power Station , there was a large village namely
Lawdalay.The project has no residents and cultivation. There are no archaelogical site
or buildings.

Photo 8.4 : Husbandry (Lawdalay Village)
8.2

Resettlement Plan
. According to the above mentioned data, it is observed that there ws no

environmental impact in case of the BLC-3 project construction. Therefore,it is not
necessary for resettlement and relocation plan of the residents.
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Chapter (9)
Conclusion

The Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project will contribute to the social
economy of Myanmar and quality of people’s life improvement by the energy created
by the renewable and national resources of hydropower.
Although the Baluchaung No.(3) Hydropower Project has no social impact,
the following possible impacts are also to be considered and planned to solve .
(1) Impact on the river sections
The river section about (4.5 km) between the BLC-3 Intake and Power
House will be a few water flows due to the change of river flow for power
generation. But the water from its main Tributaries will flow into the main
streams. Only during the flood season, when the river discharge exceed the
maximum design discharge, the exceed discharge will overflow the weir into the
main streams.
(2) Impact on the construction of the permanent facilities
Construction of weir, headrace tunnel, head pond, power house and
other permanent facilities would cause air pollution including dust and soil
erosion if no appropriate measures are taken. Construction of headrace tunnel
would cause noise and vibration as tunnel excavation is done by blasting. There
are no villages around the Project site, therefore the exhaust gas, noise, and
vibration due to the Project may not bring a big impact.
In addition, concreting would cause water pollution with high alkali
water. It would also bring about industrial waste (residual rock) during
excavation work but the water pollution due to the construction may be
controllable impact at the minimum by taking appropriate measures.
By implementation of this Project, it will contribute to domestics’
economic growth and improve the life of the people and benefits to the local
employment opportunity.
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Table 9.1 : Potential Environmental Impacts

Description of the Potential Impact
Pre-during
During Working Operations
Construction

Receptor
Atmosphere

Air quality

dust production,

CO2 emission reduction

transports pollution
Water

Surface water

river flow alteration,

river flow alteration, flood control,

pollution hazards, water

better use of water resources,

resources availability

availability of water in the area,
eutrophication of the water of the
lake

Underground

alteration of underground water
balance

Lithosphere

Soil

land occupation

reduction of soil erosion due to the
reduction of wood cutting for local
energy production, soil
consumption

Geology and

soil erosion

induced seismicity, basin slopes

Geomorphology

construction spoils

stability, dam stability,
loss of mineral resources, river
slopes stability

Biosphere

Flora

Fauna

destruction of natural

loss of endangered species,

forest

destruction of natural forest

loss of endangered

loss of endangered species, creation

species

of barriers, destruction of wildlife

Interruption of

habitat, creation of a new

ichtyofauna continuity

enviroment, interruption of
ichtypfauna continuity

Ecosystems

local ecosystem

alteration of the local ecosystem,

disturbance

reduction of the biodiversity
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